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INTRODUCTION
─

• Artificial intelligence (AI) models for medical imaging diagnosis 

are being developed at a rapid pace1, however few have been 

prospectively validated in the clinical environment2

• Lung ultrasound (LUS) is an accurate and rapid imaging modality 

that can assess respiratory pathology directly at the bedside3

• We previously developed a deep learning (DL) model that was 

validated on multi-centre data to accurately distinguish normal from 

abnormal lung parenchyma via the A- vs. B-line artefact4



OBJECTIVE
─

To deploy and evaluate the 

accuracy of a bedside, real-

time DL model capable of 

distinguishing normal from 

abnormal lung parenchyma 

on LUS in critically ill patients Figure 1. Bedside deployment of our DL model platformed on WaveBase

device, connected to Sonosite X-Porte Ultrasound machine. Real-time

model predictions shown on top left screen of WaveBase device.



METHODS
─

• Enrolment: 100 ICU patients requiring supplemental O2

• Standardized LUS exams were performed on 4 anterior regions5 per patient

• A portable system connected to US machines at the bedside provided real-

time predictions using an onboard graphics processing unit (GPU)

• Model: custom VGG16 predicting if a single LUS frame contains A- or B-lines

• Final clip-wise prediction comprised a combination of:

• Classification threshold (t): minimum prediction probability for B lines

• Contiguity threshold (𝛕): minimum number of consecutive frames for

which the predicted class is B lines

• Different values for t and 𝛕 were trialled to optimize performance (Table 1)

• Labels ‘< 3 B lines’ were considered the normal class (A lines) in a set of

experiments to reflect internationally recommended guidelines6

• AI predictions were compared to ground-truth labels provided by blinded

ultrasound experts

Figure 2. Workflow outlining real-time image acquisition,

implementation of thresholding methods, and comparing

expert annotation with bedside real-time predictions.

Table 1. Details of four approaches investigated to maximize model

performance.

See our original 

paper for full 

details 

regarding model 

development 

and validation!



RESULTS
─

Figure 3. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves for

the 4 approaches. The ROC curves are computed using the

frame-wise prediction probabilities, and hence the approaches

with the same thresholding criteria share the same curve.

Figure 4. Confusion matrices computed

from the analyses of the 4 approaches.

The real-time model predictions are on

the x-axis and the expert annotated

labels (ground-truth class) are on the y-

axis

Table 2. Patient and study characteristics.

Approach Threshold Criteria Normal Class Sensitivity Specificity AUC

1 𝛕 = 3, t = 0.7 A lines only 0.77 0.97 0.84

2
𝛕 = 3, t = 0.7

< 3 B lines or A Lines 0.93 0.96 0.91

3
𝛕 = 1, t = 0.5 A lines only

0.91 0.75 0.84

4
𝛕 = 1, t = 0.5 < 3 B lines or A Lines

1.00 0.72 0.91

Table 3. Real-time 

inference results on 

prediction of B lines 

compared with expert 

annotation using various 

approaches to 

determine optimal 

model performance.       

𝛕 = contiguity threshold, 
t = classification 
threshold.



CONCLUSION
─

• We present the first study to prospectively validate a DL model for automated LUS 

interpretation at the bedside in critically ill patients

• Our model demonstrates high accuracy when compared to LUS experts when interpretating 

normal from abnormal lung parenchyma

• Thresholding parameters can be modified to maximize sensitivity or specificity depending 

on the desired diagnostic performance characteristics

• Our work supports ongoing investigation of automated, affordable, and accurate solutions for 

bedside monitoring of respiratory diseases using LUS 

• Future work can be directed towards non-traditional ultrasound users (RN, RT, paramedics) to 

acquire LUS images with AI interpretation and comparing performance to ultrasound experts
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